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NOTES AND LEGISLATION

IOWA JUNIOR BAR SURVEY—SUBSTANTIVE LAW REPORT

In preceding pages of this issue of the Iowa Law Review the article, “Iowa Junior Bar Survey—General Report,” appears. Written by Allan D. Vestal, Associate Professor of Law, State University of Iowa, it gives the general report regarding the practice, as reported, of 319 members of the Junior Bar Section of the Iowa State Bar Association. This article is a follow-up on that article, dealing with certain substantive areas of law, and will be best understood if read in conjunction with the former.

The survey from which this report originated was made of the younger members of the Iowa bar, and 319 responses were received. Like the

1 In addition to the five areas of substantive law is one section on “Legal Drafting,” which, although admittedly not an area of substantive law, was thought to contain results that were too important to be omitted.
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